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PETRUSHKA:
A LIBERAL ILLUSTRATED ADAPTATION OF THE STORY
BY ALEXANDRE BENOIS AND IGOR STRAVINSKY
FROM THE BALLET BY IGOR STRAVINSKY
Long ago and far away, one sunny afternoon at a small
country fair, a shabby and shriveled old magician set up a
little puppet theater.

He was without doubt the finest

magician in the universe, but you never would have guessed
it from the way he was dressed.

He wore the standard

magician's uniform consisting of a voluminous blue robe
covered with glittering gold stars, a pointed cap and a fake
beard made from the hair of a nanny goat's goatee.
Hopelessly unextraordinary to look at, he reeked of trap
doors, false bottoms, gunpowder and bad card tricks.

You

may wonder, as did most of the crowd when they saw his
placard which read THE FINEST MAGICIAN IN THE UNIVERSE,
"Why, if he is so great, does he look so unpromising?

Why

doesn't he conjure up a more original costume for himself
and make a real beard grow on his chin instead of stealing
one from a goat?"

The reason was simple enough.

Skeptics

-that is, people who do not believe in magic- mistrusted him
already and he had found that extravagance on the part of
his appearance caused them to mistrust him even more:

they

figured that a fashionably dressed magician must be
especially tricky at cheating his public to have acquired
the wealth one needs to dress well and thus they warned
their friends and neighbors to avoid his shows, "For he's
nothing but a charlatan and a good one at that!"
1

People

fig.1

A shabby and shriveled old magician set up a
little puppet theater at a small country fair
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were simply more likely to drop coins into the hat of a good
magician who appeared to be down on his luck than into that
of a magician whose success in the field of magic was
evident by his appearance.

Like all successful showmen, the

Magician was also a keen businessman.

The one thing he

valued above his pride was other people's money.
In any case, despite, or because of, his cheap
appearance, the Magician drew quite a large crowd about the
little puppet theater.
took interest.

People of all ages and occupations

The carpenters frowned at the dilapidated

state of the theater's architecture, the seamstresses
examined the damage done to its stage curtains by moths and
the sculptors and woodcarvers delighted in the collection of
ornate gargoyles decorating the roof.

The children were

interested in seeing the puppets themselves.

A nosy little

girl wearing a chain of twisted daisies which oozed green
flower juice peeped into the back door of the theater to see
who made the puppets move.

The theater was empty.

"Who makes the puppets dance?" she asked the Magician,
tugging on his robe.
"I do," he replied.
"Then who announces the show?" asked the inquisitive
child.
The Magician gave her the same reply, "I do."
Unsatisfied, she asked, "Do you play the music, too?"
"Yes," he said, "I work quite alone."
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Then pointing to

the sign which read THE FINEST MAGICIAN IN THE UNIVERSE, he
added, "I require assistance from no one, small fry, so take
yourself and your tortured flowers out front with the rest
of the audience so that I may begin my show."
The nosy little girl promptly obeyed and the Magician
clapped his hands together three times to indicate to the
audience that the performance was about to begin.

Like

sheep, the crowd, on seeing the Magician clap his hands,
followed the leader and began to applaud wildly.

They gazed

expectantly at the Magician who scowled disdainfully down
his nose at their gullibility.
"Oh, sorry," muttered a blushing peach farmer.
thought you were about to begin."

"We

He fumbled with his hat

and had turned to leave when the Magician happily cried out,
"And right you are, mon bonhomrne!

My good man, everyone,

welcome to the marionette spectacle extraordinaire of the
Finest Magician in the Universe!

Puppets - the essence of

action and reaction, of emotion ... of BEING!"

The Magician

paused to let the audience recover from the shock of this
dramatic announcement.
sun.

A dour grey cloud passed before the

A chill ran through the audience.
"You may not believe it," warned the Magician, "but,

Mesdames et Messieurs, remember:

puppets are not human!

These fantastic creatures hail from the most obscure realms
of the imagination ... my imagination.

I give them life and

in return they work gratefully for me ... My tireless
4

devoted servants.

Without me they would perish:

we are

inseparable -'til death do us part- Behold!"
With these words, the Magician, who had, in the course
of speaking, grown taller and straighter and younger and
louder, pulled a cord and the curtains of the little theater
opened to reveal three ordinary wooden puppets hanging
perfectly still upon three ordinary wooden puppet stands.
Nothing happened.

No one on -or off- stage stirred.

"There's nothing spec-" started to say an impatient
bore when his wife shushed him "Sh!" and shoved an apple
into his mouth to keep him quiet.
"Roast pig!" giggled the baby on his lap.
"Sh!" the mother shushed and silenced it in the same
manner as she had her husband.
What the impatient bore had started to say was "There's
nothing special about those puppets."

Indeed, there was

nothing evident in the puppets' appearance to convince the
audience that they were any different from the thousands of
other puppets populating the world.
To a great extent, although not entirely, all puppet
theatrical companies tend to look alike, much in the same
way magicians all seem to resemble one another:

there is

always an unlikely hero, a dashing villain and an attractive
woman (usually of one of the more glamorous professions,
such as singing, dancing or acting) over whom the hero and
villain fight.
5

fig.2

Three ordinary wooden puppets
6

Upon this stage stood a pretty ballerina holding a
silver trumpet and wearing a frilly white skirt which looked
exactly like an upside-down chrysanthemum, a dashing
Highwayman in a black velvet cape and leather boots with a
deadly cardboard sword in a sheath by his side and a
ridiculous little red-nosed clown dressed in a sorrily
mismatched suit that looked as if it had been patched
together from several pairs of other people's discarded
pajamas.
"I present the beautiful Ballerina, the dastardly
Highwayman and, last but not least, the clown, Petrushka!"
shouted the Magician.

Then taking a golden flute from his

pocket, he played the puppets a gentle tune.
A wave of magic passed through the marionettes' wooden
bodies.

At first, they wriggled and jiggled only a little.

The Ballerina stood en pointe, the Highwayman clicked his
handsome heels and Petrushka cheekily winked at the nosy
little girl with the daisy chain.

Then, suddenly, the

Magician changed his tune to a different, much faster song
and all three puppets started doing a quick-stepped jig.
Their feet clattered furiously upon the stage floor as they
raced to keep time with their master's music.

The tune he

played seemed familiar yet no one in the audience could
recognize it (nor would they be able to recall it later, no
matter how hard they tried).

Louder and louder the puppets'

feet clattered as they danced to the ever-increasing pace of
7

the wild music.
Unexpectedly, to the astonishment of everyone -except
the Magician- Petrushka jumped from the stage and into the
crowd, followed by the pirouetting Ballerina and -not to be
outdone- the Highwayman, brandishing his deadly sword.
"Amazing! "
"Magnificent!"
and "He really is the Finest Magician in the Universe!"
cried various members of the audience.

Some people were

simply too astonished, or frightened, to say anything.

A

few babies cried at the spectacle and at least one adult
person fainted, but other than these helpless exceptions
everyone agreed that by far the dancing puppets could not
have been beaten by any prizewinning cow, hog or pumpkin at
the small country fair.
It did not take the audience long to realize that there
was more to these puppets than the ability to dance.

Oh, to

this day some still insist that the whole affair was nothing
more than clever tomfoolery, that the "magician" was merely
a mechanical genius of some sort.

But, by and large, most

of the people who had made up that crowd felt there was
something sincere in the words and actions of the little
wooden beings who visited their community that day.
Quite clearly, Petrushka and the Highwayman, who were
both in love with the Ballerina in the flower-like costume,
were rivals.

They competed furiously with one another to
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win her attention.

One minute they were dancing in circles

around her, the next they were at opposite ends of the
stage, singing out declarations of love.
"My love for you, Sweetheart, is bigger than a bread
box," sang Petrushka, kneeling on one knee.
The Ballerina said nothing, but not because she did not
want to.

The fact is she could not speak.

She came from a

different part of the world than her two male companions,
who were both from the same city, and in her homeland they
did not give puppets movable mouths.

However, both the

Highwayman and Petrushka came from talkative families where
everyone was given flexible jointed jaws.

Despite her lack

of words, the Ballerina was never at a loss for means of
communication as physical gestures and toots on her trumpet
served her well in this way.

At the sound of Petrushka's

admirable compliment, she turned in his direction, raised
her horn to her lips and sent him a trumpet blast that an
elephant would have been proud of.
"My love for you, Flowered One, is bigger than a whole
bakery," crooned the vain and confident Highwayman.

The

Ballerina turned her eyes to this so wealthy suitor.

"In

fact, there's more bushels of it in my heart than there are
bushels of wheat in the nearest farmer's field and you'd get
top dollar if you took it to market."
The Ballerina, as well as several farmers in the crowd,
was impressed and she danced to his side, skipping the
9

customary "first toot."
Petrushka grumbled, but not yet ready to admit defeat,
he pooled his cleverness and thought intensely about the
matter.

Then, brightening, he set into action a plan of

retaliation.
"Look at the little clown!" howled someone in the
crowd.

Petrushka had crept up behind the Highwayman, who

was too busy basking in the Ballerina's admiration to notice
anything unusual.

Whap!

Petrushka, now dancing on his

hands, used one of his free feet to kick the Highwayman's
hat off.
"Whoops!

So sorry!" he cried.

control my feet!

"I can no longer

They refuse to stay on the ground! They're

revolting!"
"I'll say they're revolting," said the Highwayman,
holding his nose as if he smelled something awful.

He bent

over to retrieve his topper, but about halfway to the ground
stopped short.

His eyes popped open wide and he appeared to

be unable to breathe.

The collar of his cape was strangling

him and he could not quite figure out what was the matter.
Petrushka, on his feet again, had hold of the bottom of the
Highwayman's cape and was pulling it backward every time the
Highwayman tried to go forward.

Not being bright enough to

root out the cause of his problem, the Highwayman kept on
trying, without success, to bend over, his eyes opening and
closing like windowshades at the mercy of poltergeists.
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The Ballerina and her trumpet laughed at Petrushka's
cleverness and the Highwayman's lack of sophistication.
"This proves that she loves me," thought Petrushka,
lovey dovey dreams of heart-shaped candies and gift boxes
flying through his head.

"For every second of happiness and

comfort she gives me, I'll bring her a billion jillion
daisies!"

If Petrushka seemed to exaggerate, it was only

because he could not think of any deeds within his ability
which were really worthy of the Ballerina's admiration.

He

felt certain he was going to have to invent some new talents
for himself if he intended to hold her interest.
start right now," he said.

"I'll

Forgetting all about the

Highwayman, Petrushka let go of the cape and pressed his
hands to his heart.

Overcome with joy, he performed a

series of flips and somersaults, backward and forward.

He

hopped about, spinning his arms like propellers, looking
very much like a windmill in a cyclone.
When Petrushka had let go of his cape, the Highwayman
had fallen, most embarrassingly, flat on his face in front
of everyone.

Now, having recovered his dignity, as well as

his hat, he took his revenge upon the prankster clown.

The

Highwayman rose to his full height, inhaled a chest full of
air and like the true windbag that he was, blew Petrushka
the dancing windmill over the heads of the crowd and over
the roof of the little theater.
At first, the giddy puppet really believed that it was
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the power of romantic love that had sent him soaring, "Good
heavens!
What luck!

I've become a bird.

No doubt a bird of paradise.

Now I'll swoop down and rescue my Ballerina.

We

can elope tonight!"
However, Petrushka's scheme was doomed to failure
before it ever began.

He soon realized that he had more in

common with Icarus than a bird gliding gracefully upon the
breezes.

Like the stone thrown, Petrushka was destined by

the laws of gravity to fall back to earth at the end of his
flight.
"Landing on the ground wouldn't be nearly so painful if
I didn't have to land on my master, the Magician, in order
to get there."

Unfortunately, of all the available landing

spaces on the ground, he had to pick the one already
occupied by, of all people, the Finest Magician in the
Universe.

Petrushka closed his eyes tightly and put his

hands over them -just in case they peeked- hoping that if he
could not see anything, it would mean he was invisible and
that the Magician would never see what had hit him.
However, good fortune was not to smile on Petrushka
that day.

Fortune, if anything, grimaced and looked away to

avoid witnessing the inevitable catastrophe.

Unfortunately,

Petrushka was mistaken about being invisible (although he
probably did not really believe that closing his eyes would
make him invisible - he merely hoped it would) and the
Magician saw very clearly what was about to happen.
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The Finest Magician in the Universe could have moved
backward or forward or to either side in order to avoid
being hit by the falling puppet, but he did not and was
consequently smacked directly upon the head by the
downspiraling Petrushka.

Even magical men get taken by

surprise from time to time by unusual circumstances.
Certainly, before this moment, no one had ever considered
puppets falling from the sky a common hazard to be on the
lookout for, although due to this incident, everyone has
kept their eyes peeled for them since.
The two tumbled to the ground in a heap of man and
wood.

They did not move.

All was quiet.

The audience,

unsure of how they should react, thinking it might be rude
to laugh if either the Magician or the puppet had been hurt,
remained silent.
dance.

The Ballerina and the Highwayman ceased to

Everyone waited anxiously to see what would happen

next.
Petrushka was the first to regain his feet.

Afraid to

look at the ground where his master still lay, he made great
pretense of straightening his clothes and polishing the dust
off of his round red nose.

He was the only one who moved.

Everyone else remained still as well as silent.

Finally, no

longer able to endure the suspense, Petrushka, still rubbing
his nose, turned wide eyes to the fateful spot where he had
landed.
The Magician suddenly leapt to his feet, grabbed
14

Petrushka by the shoulders, lifted him off the ground and
shook him so hard that the clattering of the puppet's wooden
limbs could be heard in the next county.
"I'll teach you to embarrass me in front of an
audience, you wretched numbskulled fool!" the Magician
shouted angrily.

"You're not fit for firewood!"

shaking the clown puppet.

He stopped

Petrushka's eyes rolled wildly

around and around in their sockets from the force of his
master's rage.

The Magician set the puppet down hard and

grabbing his round red nose began to twist it.
"Oh! Oh! Oh!" cried Petrushka.
"This'll teach you, miserable ingrate!" the Magician
roared at Petrushka.

"Take that!"

And with these words he

twisted Petrushka's nose right off his face.

He then threw

it onto a pile of discarded vegetables behind a nearby
vegetable vendor's booth where it lay among the rotten
carrots, potatoes, tomatoes, gourds and turnips.
The audience laughed until they could no longer
breathe.

Since no one had been hurt in the accident, all

seemed well with the world once more and they felt certain
that the clown puppet's punishment for his outrageous
behavior must all be part of the act.
"Oh! Oh! Oh!" cried Petrushka again.

He kept feeling

his face with his hands - he could not believe his nose was
no longer there.

"Will someone please tell me where my nose

went to?" he asked the crowd.
15

Haw, haw, haw.

The audience laughed harder at his

dismay than they had .at his earlier cleverness.
"He can't find his nose!" shouted a heckler.
"That's because it's not there!" screamed another.
Petrushka fell to his knees and hid his face in his
hands.

He tried once more for their sympathy.

"Please,

won't somebody help me find my nose?" he begged.
He did not want to cry, but despite his most courageous
efforts, a few rebellious tears managed to escape his eyes.
However loudly the crowd seemed to jeer, though, not all
ears were deaf to Petrushka's misery.

The little girl with

the daisy chain who had earlier been so nosy now kindly
stepped forward to answer the puppet's pleas and help him in
his time of need.

She pulled him to his feet, looked him

squarely in the eyes (which was easy for her to do as they
were about the same height) and spoke to him in the voice
her own mother often used to scold her when she complained
too much.
"Now, now, Mr. Petrushka, stop crying.
to carry on this way.

A

There's no need

grown puppet your age blubbering

like a baby. "
Petrushka hopefully blinked the tears from his eyes.
"Do you have my nose?" he sniffed.
"No," she replied, "but this will be prettier."

And

she smashed a daisy onto the middle of Petrushka's face
where his round red nose used to be.
16

fig.4

"This'll teach you, miserable ingrate!"
the Magician scolded Petrushka
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Aghast, Petrushka stood speechless with his mouth
hanging open.

The only thing worse than being without a

nose was having a ridiculous, silly sunny-faced flower like
a daisy in its place.
Haw, haw, haw.
themselves.

The audience simply could not contain

They had laughed so hard and gone without

breathing for so long that they begged the Magician to call
off his puppets.
they laughed.

"Stop, stop!

We can't take any more!"

Ho, ho, ho. Cheers went up all around, "Buy

yourself a new frock, old man!" and "By George, you really
are the Finest Magician in the Universe!"

This was the best

show they had ever seen and they rewarded the Magician
accordingly.

The crowd of people in front of the shabby

little theater at the small country fair clambered wildly
over one another to congratulate the Magician and toss their
money into his cap.
In their enthusiasm, the people of the audience had
forgotten all about the unfortunate Petrushka.

He now made

his way over to the pile of discarded vegetables behind the
vegetable vendor's booth.

Here he sat sorting through the

rubbish, tossing most of it aside.
"I thought I saw it fly in this direction.
these things resemble it in the least.

But none of

This," he said to

himself, examining a mushy butternut squash, "is nearly as
big as my head itself.

It could be the nose of a giant, but

definitely not mine."
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The idea of matching noses to faces intrigued Petrushka
and for a moment he busied himself with this game,
forgetting his troubles.
he laughed.

He picked up a carrot, "Easy one,"

"Snowman's nose ... or rather, what everyone

thinks ought to be a snowman's nose.

Now, I once met a

really interesting snowman, a true individual who, curiously
enough, wore a pineapple for a nose."
He reached for a squat purple and white hairy-tailed
thing which could have been a turnip.

"This," stated

Petrushka expertly, "this belongs to ... "he examined the
sad old vegetable for a few seconds then, unable to imagine
the ugly thing gracing anyone's face, promptly threw it
aside.

"That doesn't belong in this pile..

put it h-- 11

I don't know who

Petrushka stopped his sentence short, suddenly

forgetting the game.

On the ground, a familiar round red

object gleamed at him in the sunlight.

He greedily snatched

it up, but when he closed his hand around it, it burst in
his fist.

A dreadful stench issued forth.

"Eeuw, no!

It's nothing but a runt of a tomato and a

rotten one at that!"
All the while, the other two puppets, at the urging of
their master, the Magician, had been bowing and blowing
kisses to the audience.

Someone had even given the

Ballerina a bouquet of red roses.

However, the Highwayman

was really the one made for the lime-light.
and weaponry captivated everyone.
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His clothing

He had the cobbler at his

feet, polishing his handsome boots and a tailor on his arm,
stroking the luxurious fabric of his exquisite cape.

The

Highwayman, oblivious to everything and everyone but
himself, did not notice when the Ballerina tiptoed over to
the vegetable pile to investigate Petrushka's cry of "Eeuw,
no!

It's nothing but a runt of a tomato and a rotten one at

that!"

She found the clown puppet sitting there on top of

his rubbish stack, with stained pants and stained hands, the
smashed daisy still stuck on his face where his nose should
have been.

The Ballerina regarded the bouquet of roses in

her arms, then the discarded vegetables.

With a kind smile,

she removed the daisy from Petrushka's face..

The unhappy

puppet's sorrow vanished completely when he saw his heart's
desire place the humble little daisy in her hair then toss
her red roses onto the garbage pile.
"How lovely," whispered Petrushka.

Suddenly, the

Ballerina gave a series of excited little toots on her
silver trumpet.

She bent down and picked up something from

off the ground.

It was small, round and red.

"My nose!" cried Petrushka.

"You've found my nose!

Oh, thank you!"
The Ballerina gently reached out to return the lost
prize, but before she could give it back, the Highwayman
swooped down like a winged predatory bully and meanly
snatched her trumpet.

At the top of his voice, he

imperiously shouted, "It's time to go NOW!"
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He grabbed the Ballerina's arm and started to drag her
away from Petrushka, back to the little theater.

If he had

not taken her trumpet, which he kept well out of her reach
(the Highwayman was capable of great cleverness when it came
to subjects such as lust, crime and torture), the Ballerina
might have succeeded in getting the attention of a
sympathetic bystander, but as it was she could only make
faces of protest.

To anyone who saw they looked like

grimaces of discomfort and everyone assumed she must have
sprained her ankle and that her fellow performer was helping
her back to her dressing room.
Petrushka started after them, but before he could take
three steps, a voice loud enough to be mistaken for thunder
boomed "YOU!" in his ear.

Petrushka jumped.

Finest Magician in the Universe.

It was the

"YOU!" repeated the

Magician, this time loud enough to be mistaken for an
avalanche.

"Didn't you hear me calling to YOU to get back

to the theater, Mr. Clumsy-Dimwit-Can't-Finish-ThePerformance-Without-My-Nose?

Since when did you start

making the decisions around here, that's what I'd like to
know."

If the Magician had shouted any louder, the mayor of

the town in which the small country fair was taking place
would have ordered the disaster warning bells rung.

For one

full minute, Petrushka's master, the Finest Magician in the
Universe paced in a circle to calm his temper.
"So now you can't find your nose, eh?" he asked the
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clown puppet, a strange little smile appearing on his lips.
He did not wait for an answer.
the trouble you've caused.

"Serves you right for all

For this lump you gave me," said

the Magician pointing the spot on his head where Petrushka
had ended his unlucky flight, "for this injury - what if you
had given me a concussion?
me?

How would you survive without

For this wretched lumpy injury you gave me -you can

just forget about supper- you will go straight to your room
and stay there until I let you out ... if I ever let you
out!"
The Magician picked Petrushka up by the back of the
collar.

"Egad! You stink like garbage!" he muttered,

shaking the puppet maliciously.

"How you embarrass me!"

The Magician stepped into the theater and closed the
curtains behind him to shut out bright light and curious
eyes.

He opened the door to Petrushka's room.

"I've said

it before and I'll say it again," growled the Finest
Magician in the Universe, giving Petrushka one last shake,
"you're not fit for firewood!"

He held Petrushka at arm's

length and with a hard boot to the bottom kicked the poor
puppet into the dark room.

* * * *
Petrushka heard the door slam behind him.

He had

landed on his stomach, arms and legs sprawled in four
22

different directions.
floor up close.

He spent a few moments studying the

He then rolled over onto his back and

studied the ceiling, which he could not really see because
of the darkness.
When he was not dancing, Petrushka lived in a
windowless room which had been decorated especially for him
by his master, the Finest Magician in the Universe.

The

darkness of the room was such that not only was the ceiling
practically invisible, but you could never tell, just by
looking, where the walls met to form corners.

You had to

find one wall and start walking from that point until you
ran into another.

If you were smart, you counted your steps

so that on the way back to the original wall you would know
when to stop so you did not bump into it.
going in one direction.

That was just for

You had to repeat the process if

you wanted to go in the opposite direction.
you wanted to cross the room at an angle.

And again, if
And again, if you

forgot the number of steps you had taken in any given
direction.

If you mixed up the number of steps, you

inevitably ran -smack!- unexpectedly into a wall and had to
start over.
To make the darkness even darker than it would have
been on its own given the absence of light, the walls of the
room were painted black.

However, the negative aspects of

this confusing darkness were diminished by one particularly
marvelous feature, which was that the walls and ceiling were
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covered with bright gold stars and a friendly crescent moon.
You still could not tell, without counting, where you were,
but you could lay on your back and lose yourself in the soft
glow of the celestial visions.

Petrushka did this often as

it took his mind off his troubles.
The moon and stars were not a token of generosity on
the part of the Magician.

On the contrary, the Magician was

learned enough in the methods of meanness to know that the
most effective torture imaginable is the ruination of
peaceful pleasure.

He had included attractive features in

the room's decorating scheme for the sole purpose of
empowering the ugly things he had also put there.

The

Magician knew Petrushka would be more easily conquered and
devastated by terror if it ruined his happiness than if it
merely terrorized him when he was already feeling
frightened.
The first ugly thing was a grotesque picture on the
back of the door of a hideous, naked orange devil upon whose
face someone had drawn a ridiculous and unflattering
likeness of Petrushka.

On the wall opposite the door the

other ugly thing hung from a rusty wire on a crooked nail.
The Finest Magician in the Universe, who was also an
accomplished painter, had painted a scowling over-sized
portrait of himself in all of his magician's finery and
placed it in a prominent position upon Petrushka's wall.
From day-one of Petrushka's indenture, the Magician had
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known the clown puppet would cause nothing but trouble, so
he created this giant icon specifically to remind Petrushka
of who was boss.
Petrushka lifted himself up a few inches off the floor
and peered over his shoulder at the closed door.
"Am I alone?" he whispered.

Silence.

The only answer he received was a goofy grin

from the horrible caricature of himself on the door.

"Are

you alone?" it seemed to mock his question.
Petrushka feebly shook his fist at it.

"I might as

well be alone if you're all the company there is," he said
to the clown-faced devil on the door.
stupid clown-face?

You can't help me.

"What good are you,
Everyone laughs at

you.

You get pushed around and everybody laughs their heads

off.

And why shouldn't they?

There you are, grinning

stupidly all the while as if you didn't even know it was you
they were laughing at.
it's obscene:

Your mouth never stops grinning -

smile, smile, smile ... and who's going to

take you seriously in those silly-looking clothes?"

The

devil was not wearing any clothes, but it did not matter
because it was, after all, to himself that Petrushka was
really talking.

He stuck his tongue out at himself.

"Nobody really likes you.
always being made the fool.
puppet."

They only laugh because you're
You're nothing but a spineless

Petrushka knocked his wooden head against the

floor a few times to emphasize the point.
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"The master

screams 'jump!' and you ask 'how high?'

You're not fit for

firewood, so don't you come whimpering to me, you dancing
clown.

You just turn away and blow your round red nose."

Remembering that he no longer even had a round red nose to
blow, Petrushka turned away from his blind, deaf
two-dimensional likeness and flopped once again face down
onto the cold hard floor.
Suddenly, there was a sound at the door.
leapt to his feet.

Petrushka

He clasped his hands together and

pleaded desperately to the stars and crescent moon on his
walls for salvation, "Oh! Oh!

Please, Merciful Heavens,

spare me the further wrath of my master, the Magician!

I

suppose that kicking the Highwayman's hat off was a sin, but
don't you think he deserved it?

Vanity's hardly a virtue!

And choking him with his cape -what a noodle!- could be
considered one, too, I guess.

But I've already sacrificed

my nose, must I give up my ears, too?"
The door opened slightly.
the crack.

A bit of light shone through

Petrushka's legs wobbled, his knees rattled

against each other and his teeth chattered uncontrollably.
"I'm ready!" he cried.
now!

"I'm ready to die!

I'm ready to die

I'm not afraid of the Evil Specter of Death in

magician's clothing!"
The door opened completely.

It was the Ballerina. She

cocked her head to one side, puzzled by Petrushka's ranting
and raving.

She glanced behind her but saw neither an Evil
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Specter of Death nor the Magician.

The Ballerina stood tall

and tooted Petrushka to attention with an impatient blast on
her trumpet.
"Beloved!" he cried.
The Ballerina stepped into Petrushka's room.

Petrushka

removed his cap and bowed to her like he thought a gentleman
should.

She curtsied in return then, reaching into her

pocket, withdrew Petrushka's round red nose.
"My nose!

You've brought it back to me!" cried

Petrushka, holding out his hand.
However, instead of merely handing him the nose, the
pretty Ballerina in the frilly white skirt that looked
exactly like an upside-down chrysanthemum did something that
Petrushka in all his romantic fantasies had never dreamed
of:

the Ballerina took his hand in her own.

offered her his radiantly smiling face.

Petrushka

Drawing him near,

the Ballerina securely replaced his round red nose where it
belonged.
Petrushka was beside himself with joy.

He grabbed both

of her hands, and covering them with thousands of little
kisses, ecstatically cried, "How can I ever thank you?

Not

for bringing me my nose - I mean YES, for bringing me my
nose, but not only for bringing me my nose.

I must also

thank you for HOLDING MY HAND!"
Petrushka could not contain himself.
in the air like a rabbit with hot feet.
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He jumped wildly
He spun and danced

for joy.

He danced for happiness.

He danced for the love

of his Ballerina.
"I knew it!" shouted Petrushka, all the enthusiasm of a
passionate lover burning in his eyes.
shouted

again.

"I knew it!" he

Forgetting all of the fine and graceful

manners he had initially practiced at his sweetheart's
arrival, Petrushka pointed his finger at the Ballerina, "I
knew you loved me best!
winner!"

I'm the winner!

Ha ha, I'm the

The Ballerina's eyes grew wide with fright.

backed up to the door.

She went out the door.

She

She slanuned

the door behind her.
Completely off his head, Petrushka spun around and
around.

He did not see the Ballerina leave.

jillion daisies!

"A billion

A billion jillion daisies," he chanted.

"You'll get a billion jillion daisies from me because I love
you best!

I love you more than I love my round red nose!

love you even more than I love my freedom.
your faithful servant!

I LOVE YOU!"

spinning to catch his breath.

I am forever

Petrushka stopped

He did not see the Ballerina.

Petrushka ran around the room, banging into the walls here
and there, checking the ceiling and the floor.
nowhere to be found.

She was

His beloved Ballerina had fled.

"What have I done?" sobbed Petrushka, punching himself
in the face with his own fists.
I love her, that's all.

I

"I didn't want her to go.

I just wanted to say 'thank you.'"

The little clown puppet sank to his knees in tears.
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The picture of the devil body wearing his face caught his
eye.

"I can't pretend it's not true.

You're me."

I look like you.

He compared his own skinny wooden body in its

ridiculous mismatched pajamas to the devil body which wore
nothing.

"The only difference between you and me," he

sighed, "is that you look better in your birthday suit than
I do even when I'm wearing my Sunday best."
Petrushka slumped dejectedly into a pile of sticks.
wished the life would simply go out of him.
he tried to consider his situation logically.

He

It did not so
Logic must

have given Petrushka a flash of insight because all at once
he was on his feet.

He whirled to face the scowling

over-sized portrait of his master, the Finest Magician in
the Universe.
"It's not my fault I'm so ridiculous and ugly!"
screamed Petrushka at the painting.
my father is, nor my mother,

thing is for sure:
right now.

0

I may not remember who

for that matter;

but, one

I know who's responsible for my misery

YOU ARE!"

Howling like a lunatic, Petrushka

attacked the Magician's portrait, beating his fists against
its face, trying to rip the painted skin off of the canvas,
all the while mimicking his master's sales pitch.
"'Behold!

Puppets - the essence of being!'

Petrushka kicked the Magician's face.
essence of being MAD!
servants.'"

BAM!"

"Puppets - the

'I give them life. My devoted

Petrushka butted the painting with his head.
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"Ha!

Devoted to serving time in THE PIT is more like it.

'We are inseparable - 'til death do us part!'"

The thought

of spending eternity with the Finest Magician in the
Universe so incensed Petrushka that his round red nose
turned purple with anger.

He scraped his feet against the

floor, snorting like a bull.
"If death's what it takes to be free from you, then
that's what you'll get, pie-face!" swore Petrushka.
Determined to bring the theater down around his ears in a
single blow, he took a few steps backwards to get a running
start.

The raging puppet put all of his energy into his

feet and charged at the portrait of the scowling Magician
with his fists stretched out before him.

However, in his

anger, Petrushka did not use his head as he should have.
Misjudging the distance as well as the direction in the
darkness, he missed the painting by a mile and sailed
headlong through the wall and into the next room.

* * * *
Petrushka found himself once again with his face to the
floor, but this time in an exotic room such as he had never
before imagined existed.

The floor against his face was not

cold or hard but felt soft and fuzzy.
"Wall-to-wall carpeting!" he exclaimed.

"Where am I?

This surely can't be the same theater I live in."
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He looked

around.

The walls, and even the ceiling, were painted a

deep dark shade of red.

There was a sofa, a king-sized bed,

a table and a wardrobe.

Shadows in ominous shapes chased

one another around the room in the flickering light of at
least a hundred candles.

A figure stirred beneath the

covers on the king-sized bed.
sofa to avoid being seen.

Petrushka dived behind the

"I could get in big trouble for

appearing uninvited like this," he thought to himself.

"The

kind and amount of trouble depends on who gets out of that
bed."
The Highwayman got out of bed, picked up his long
velvet cape and slipped it around his shoulders.
and stretched as luxuriously a cat.

He yawned

Then, pulling his

cardboard sword from its sheath, he began polishing it
carefully with the edge of his cape.
"I am in dangerous trouble and there is a lot of it,"
said Petrushka to himself.

"The Highwayman may be a foppish

buffoon but he's twice my size and carries a sword.

I'll

have to wait 'til he leaves to make my escape."
The Highwayman had finished polishing his weapon and
was now studying his reflection in the blade.
hat first to one side, then to the other.

He tilted his

Examining his

face at different angles, he tried out a variety of dramatic
facial expressions.
Ha!

Ha!

Hmm!

Petrushka covered his mouth with both

of his hands to repress his laughter.
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"What a bonehead!" giggled Petrushka.
The Highwayman grinned at his reflection.
look of pure horror appeared on his face.
upper lip closely.

Suddenly, a

He examined his

Drawing a pencil from his breast pocket,

he proceeded to carefully touch up his mustache.
Petrushka dared not breathe for fear of revealing his
presence.

He shook silently with hysterical laughter

thinking, "What a complete, first-rate moron!"
Unexpectedly, a door opened.

The Highwayman dropped

his sword and Petrushka ducked down even further behind the
sofa.

Tentatively, Petrushka peeked out.

entered the room.

The Ballerina had

The Highwayman picked up his sword and

returned it to its place by his side.
"Welcome, my beautiful flower, my rosebud, my cactus
my tulip," he murmured, removing his hat with a flourish

and performing a long low bow.
The Ballerina nodded slightly then gracefully swept
into the middle of the room and began to waltz to a silver
trumpet tune of her own making.

Back and forth across the

room, she sashayed to and fro with no more than an
occasional glance at the Highwayman who stood transfixed,
hat still in hand.
"What is she doing?" wondered Petrushka to himself.
"Why is she here?

What could she possibly want with him

after all that has passed between us?"
The Highwayman placed his hat back on his head and
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stepping forward, firmly took the Ballerina's hand in his
own.
"May I have this dance, Sweet?" asked the Highwayman,
employing one of his well-practiced hat-at-the-right-angle
facial expressions.

He had prepared his plan of approach

while the Ballerina was dancing by herself.

Catching and

holding the Ballerina's gaze, he hypnotized her with his
sneaky viper's eyes.
The Ballerina ran her fingers along the collar of his
exquisite cape and over his shoulder, enjoying the soft
black velvet.

Continuing her trumpet song, she consented to

the dance.
"I can't believe it!" exclaimed Petrushka out loud, but
neither puppet heard him, so engrossed were they in their
dance.
The Highwayman waltzed the Ballerina around the room.
When they reached the sofa behind which Petrushka was
hiding, the Highwayman swept the Ballerina off her feet and
onto the cushions, crooning and sighing all sorts of
unintelligible words and phrases.
"Be mine, my jewel," he persuaded.

He brutally pulled

the ragged dying daisy that had once been Petrushka's nose
from the Ballerina's hair and contemptuously threw it onto
the floor, "forget the others."
The thought of his beloved in his brutish rival's
embrace fanned the flames of Petrushka's already agitated
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temper.

The sight of the crumpled daisy discarded on the

floor was the last straw.

Emerging from his hiding place

behind the sofa where the two lovers reclined, Petrushka
flew into a jealous rage.
"Unhand her, you crude and savage beast!" he stormed at
the Highwayman.
The Highwayman did not immediately leap to his feet.
He regarded Petrushka coolly with an affected air of
detachment, hoping that perhaps the clown puppet would leave
of his own accord.

"Can't you see you're not wanted here

and now?" he calmly boasted, referring to his romantic
exploits.
"Lummox!" screamed Petrushka.

"Noodnik!

Dim bulb!

Stand up and fight like a man!"
"Quit squeaking, you little ninny," replied the
Highwayman, becoming more and more annoyed by the second.
"Go back to your pile of garbage.
trash."

You're nothing but

The Highwayman laughed at his pun.

He supposed it

was the most clever pun ever invented and he resolved to
remember it because it would no doubt be his ticket to fame
and fortune in the world of show-business.
Petrushka, however, did not see the humor.
speak, he angrily spluttered and fumed.

Unable to

Without warning, he

pounced upon the Highwayman, teeth gnashing, fists flying
and feet kicking.
The Ballerina jumped up from the sofa and leapt to the
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other side of the room in a single bound.

Petrushka stomped

on the Highwayman's chest and pounded his face.

Until this

moment the Highwayman had not taken Petrushka seriously, but
the damage the little clown puppet was doing to his clothing
-not to mention the havoc he had wreaked with his love lifef inally exhausted his patience.
"That's it!

I'll pound you to bits now!" cried the

Highwayman, grabbing Petrushka and wringing his neck as he
would a chicken's.

"You half-witted nincompoop, I'll twist

your head off!"
"Grrrrrr!"

Petrushk.a turned his head and bit the

Highwayman's thumb.

"Not if I bite all your fingers off,

you won't, you blockheaded booby!" shouted Petrushka when
the Highwayman dropped him.

It was possible for Petrushka

to bite the hand that strangled him because he was a very
limber puppet.

He could rotate any of his limbs, as well as

his head, an amazing 360 degrees in any direction.
"Loon! You crazy loon!" screamed the Highwayman on
seeing the marks of Petrushka's teeth permanently imprinted
in the wood of his finger.

"I'm flawed!

I'm flawed!" he

raged.

"You're really going to get it now, and that's no

j oke ! "

He drew his sword .

"Ha!

Dunderhead!

I know your sword is only made of

cardboard!" teased Petrushk.a.

As long as he managed to stay

out of the Highwayman's way, he had nothing to worry about.
The Highwayman replied by whacking the tops off of
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three nearby candles.

The severed bits of wax fell onto the

carpet where the Highwayman snuffed out their flames one by
one with the heel of his fine leather boot.
"Hi ho, his actions most definitely speak louder than
his words," thought Petrushka, thinking that now might be a
good time to make his escape.
Ballerina, "Adieu, beloved.

May you be blessed and not

brutalized by your decision.
time I blow my nose."

He tipped his hat to the
I'll think of you kindly every

The Highwayman rushed at Petrushka

who dashed out the door just in time to avoid decapitation.
The Ballerina tried to block the door.

She did her

best to prevent the vicious Highwayman from following
Petrushka, but to no avail.

He shoved her aside and ran out

the door, followed by the wild and desperate wailing of her
trumpet.

* * * *
The festivities at the small country fair had continued
well into the evening.

People of all ages danced then sang

and ate and danced some more.

Not in recent memory could

they remember having such a good time and they were
determined to make it last as long as possible.

In the

hullabaloo of celebrating, what with the singing, the music,
the talking and all of the other nonsense noises that
accompany fairs, no one had heard the shrieking, screaming,
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crashing and cursing coming from within the shabby little
puppet theater.

Therefore, it seemed quite a surprise when

the half-forgotten clown puppet came running from the
theater as if he had the devil on his heels and tried to
lose himself in the crowd.

At first, the people at the fair

were charmed and likened him to a small child who, wanting
to stay up past his bedtime, tries to hide from his parents.
"Oh look!

It's the little clown Petrushka!"

"What's he doing here?"
"He wants to have some fun!"
However, their enchantment with Petrushka's desperation
turned to concern for their own safety when the furious
Highwayman split the crowd with his anger and flashing
sword.
"Look out!"
"He's mad!"
"He's got a sword!"
The crowd panicked and fled in all directions, leaving
Petrushka alone in front of the little puppet theater.
behind trees and booths they watched to see what would
happen next.
"He's going after the little clown!"
"But the little fellow can't defend himself!
doesn't have a weapon!"
"What will he do?"
"I can't watch!"
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"Petrushka, LOOK OUT!"
They all covered their eyes and cowering under the
cover of their trees and booths, waited.

A full minute

dragged by, or it could have been an hour -it seemed like an
hour- before someone finally peeked out to see what had
happened.
seen.

The Highwayman and Ballerina were nowhere to be

All that remained to indicate that a vicious battle

had been fought was a mangled mess of shredded cloth and
splintered wood that vaguely resembled a little clown puppet
with a round red nose.
The crowd of fairgoers surrounded Petrushka's body,
astonished.

They no longer felt like celebrating.

Someone

sunnnoned the Magician, who had last been seen in the company
of the village fortune teller downing mugs of beer and
playing poker with a deck of tarot cards.
accusing eyes watched his approach.

A hundred

Everyone there felt

that he was somehow responsible for what had happened.
"Mesdames et Messieurs, I am sure it is only a joke, a
plaisanterie on the part of my little puppets," said the
Finest Magician in the Universe.

He gasped slightly at the

sight of Petrushka's remains, but did not miss a beat.

He

took out his golden flute and waved it in front of
Petrushka's blind lifeless eyes.
"Looky here, mon petit Petrushka!
Let me play you a little song."

It's time to dance!

The Magician wet his lips

and played a few off-key notes on the flute.
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Petrushka did

not move.

He bent down over the body and whispered in a

deaf dead ear, "Get up, miserable wretch!"
motionless.

Petrushka lay

"Ungrateful brat!" hissed the Magician, kicking

one of Petrushka's feet which, since it was no longer
connected to his leg, clattered away, ending up near the
pile of discarded vegetables where the clown puppet had
spent so much time earlier that day.
The crowd gasped.
"That's where he belongs - in the garbage!" exclaimed
the Magician, regretting his outburst inunediately.
me," he sighed.
you see?

"Forgive

"But ladies and gentlemen, children, can't

He is only made of wood!

was never alive?"
it with his finger.

How can he die when he

He picked up Petrushka's head and tapped
"You see it is only wood.

broken and should be thrown away.

Now it's

Do you see?"

The Finest Magician in the Universe looked older and
smaller than he had earlier that day.

He was once again

merely a shabby and shriveled old codger who owned a
dilapidated little puppet theater.

The crowd began to

disperse.
"Do you see?" he repeated to each and every person as
they were leaving.

"His head is made only of wood.

Nosy

little girl," he grabbed the arm of the little girl with the
daisies who had asked him so many questions.
understand what I say?

"Do you

He was never alive!"

The little girl pulled her arm free from his grasp and
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knelt by Petrushka's side.

She removed her now-wilted daisy

chain and placed it around the puppet's headless neck.
"Here, Mr. Petrushka.

This is prettier than a musty,

old black velvet cape any day."

She snatched Petrushka's

head from the Magician's hand, reattached it to the puppet's
neck as best she could, then left without a word of
consolation, or accusation, to the Magician.
The Finest Magician in the Universe, abandoned by the
public that had once fallen over themselves to admire him,
now shrugged his shoulders.
"Well," said the Magician to himself, "there's nothing
more to do except clean up and move on.
another clown."

I can always find

He picked up Petrushka's body and started

towards the little puppet theater.

"It's only a puppet."

He tapped its head and laughed nervously.

"It's only wood,"

he repeated, "only wood."
"You sure made fools of them!" said a voice which
seemed to come from out of thin air.
they were so eager to get away!
thought I was dead - Ha ha!
alive - Hee hee!

"I'll bet that's why

They're embarrassed!

They

Better yet, they thought I was

A hollow-headed dummy like me - ALIVE!

Those folks are so embarrassed at having willingly let
themselves get fleeced that they didn't even bother to have
you put in jail for being a fraud!
be reminded.

They'd rather forget.

time, old boy."
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They just don't want to
You were lucky this

The Magician followed the sound of the voice with his
eyes.

It came from the top of the little puppet theater.

There, standing among the gargoyles who lined the theater
roof, stood none other than the Ghost of Petrushka, waving
and jeering, making rude noises and thumbing his nose at
everyone and everything.

The dead wooden doll fell from the

Magician's arms.
"Nobody can touch me now," cried Petrushka.
finished doing time on your stage.

But you know,

"I'm
IDQil

vieux," he said, once again mocking the Magician's way of
speaking, "you weren't so dumb after all.

I've got to hand

it to you, you sure know how to make a quick buck.
some operator.

It's not us you cast a spell over but those

senseless bumpkins in the crowd.
actually paid to be made fools of.
their money.

You're

What irony!

They deserved to lose

I can only laugh about it:

paid for being the butt of jokes.
were no friends of mine!

I mean, they

at least I got

And laugh I will.

They

Well, the little kid with the

daisy chain was all right, but she would've grown stupid as
soon as she reached adult height.
"We really had them going, didn't we?

One minute

they're blowing you kisses, the next they're making fun of
your love affairs and the last they're weeping and mourning
your death.

'I knew and loved him so' 'what a genius' 'how

will we ever laugh without him?'

Zounds!

If you hadn't

come along and set them straight about my wooden head, they
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would've been planning my funeral!"
doubled over with laughter.
lifeless!" he shrieked.

Petrushka's ghost

"Mourning the death of the

"Oh, that's rich!"

The Finest Magician in the Universe opened his mouth
but no words came out.

He slowly took a few steps

backwards, never taking his eyes off of the ghost of the
little clown.

Suddenly he turned and ran from the little

puppet theater as fast as his legs would carry him,
Petrushka's laughter still ringing in his ears.
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PETRUSHKA:

JEKYLL, SYBIL OR HYDE?
by
Pulcinella Cetrulo

What is Petrushka's secret?

Why are you asking me,

Pulcinella Cetrulo, burratino of burratini {we prefer the
Italian.

It lends us pizzazz.

The term "glove puppet"

doesn't begin to do us justice), the most famous Neapolitan
to grace the Western World's puppet stages, if I know what
this Russian clown puppet, Petrushka, keeps locked away in
his private cupboard?
his room?
perhaps?

Did you find hidden microphones in

Or a two-way mirror?

Something's missing,

That's not what you mean?

What do you mean that's

not what you mean! ... The secret of his success?
what you mean?

That's

Well, how was I to know?

From his comic fairground beginnings to his tragic
triumph on the ballet stage, Petrushka has lived the typical
rags-to-riches story:

poor peasant boy hits the big time

under metropolitan lights - just like in a morally healthy
Horatio Alger novel!

Well, almost like in a morally healthy

Horatio Alger novel if you leave out the drunkenness, social
insubordination and other unspeakable acts;

Petrushka has

not always been the sad innocent Stravinsky ballet
marionette you know and love.

He has worn many a cap and

assumed countless identities.

Nevertheless, one thing

remains consistent:

with Luck and Pluck, plus a lot of hard

work, Petrushka distinguished his name in this Sink or Swim
world.

And all's well that ends well, right?
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I can see how his current respectability as a famous
tragic hero arouses your so-wholesome curiosity;
good story.

his is a

However, to give you the clearest picture

possible, I am required -on my honor, I will not lie- to
tell the bad with the good because there's more than one
side to Petrushka's personality.

I will not be responsible

for the wanton proliferation of a half-baked history!
That's the kind of poisoning which leads to intellectual
indigestion.

A tapeworm's appetite is never satisfied and I

will not be held responsible for anyone's getting parasites!
I first encountered Petrushka at the height of the
nineteenth century coxmnedia dell'arte revival.

The art of

improvisational comedy, perfected by us Italians during the
Renaissance, had been in decline for about a hundred years.
The decline was partly my fault - but could I help that the
audiences increasingly preferred my violent practical jokes
and quarrels to the ridiculously complicated traditional
intrigues?

No.

And it was violence and quarrels that

became the mainstay of my burratino persona, as well as my
human one (one of the great things about the Italian
commedia was that we all got to lead double lives as both
humans and puppets, which does wonders for your perspective,
believe me) .
It was in the puppet theater that my career really took
off.

There I was, a tiny, wooden-headed, hunchbacked

beak-nosed burratino, my shrill piercing voice squealing
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away [that's how I got my name, Pulcinella Cetrulo;

it

roughly translates to something like •stupid day-old chick'
{Oreglia 92)], helpless were it not for my trusty cudgel
which rendered me unstoppable ... isn't it a handsome stick
of wood?

I always saw that each of my children got one and

how it set me back financially!
million children scattered about!
me!

I must have at least a
My virility amazes even

Without fail, every time my pretty wife dares to lift

her skirt, twenty or thirty dear little Pulcinelli run out
from beneath its folds!

I remember Punch was born in

England, Don Cristobal Pulchinela in Spain, two in France:
Polichinelle and Guignol.
practically caused a riot!

Ah, Guignol!

His arrival in Lyon

Volume One of K.M. Lea's Italian

Po.pular Comedy shows a great family portrait, "Scola di
Pulcinelli. 1676" {99), of us jolly multiples tumbling over
ourselves like the Roman Empire.
Oh, but how this proud papa must bore you!
back to Petrushka's story:

Getting

our troupe decided during this

commedia revival to go on a second international tour (our
first happening in the early seventeenth century) .

This

time, venturing further abroad than we ever had before, me,
my showman and other assorted characters, among them

Harlequin, Pantalone, Columbine and the Doctor, found
ourselves smack dab in the middle of the Russian Empire.
We set up our flimsy, portable, wood and canvas booth
at a huge Shrovetide fair outside of Moscow.
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What an

atmosphere!
hysteria.

A glorious extravaganza of high-pitched
Never had I seen people so single-mindedly bent

on having a good time ... masses and masses of factory
workers, mostly single men but some women and children, too,
all pursuing pleasure with the frantic desperation of the
lucky vulture who comes upon more carrion than he can chew
at once.
The fairground featured music and singing, jugglers and
acrobats, monkeys, dancing bears, hawkers, hucksters,
side-shows, fortune tellers, bodies for hire and, of course,
alcohol.

Vodka by the gallon.

Cheap, may have been the entertainment, even decidedly
vulgar, to those who could afford better;

but, to Russia's

working class crowds the fairground was as close to paradise
as you could get on earth.
Our Italian comedies were an instant hit!
loved us!

And why not?

The crowds

We were like part of the excited

crowd itself, with our petty tomfoolery and noisy battles.
I was disappointed, though, that they didn't seem to go for
my specialty, food jokes, as much as the Germans and French

did.

Jokes about death and funerals best pleased the

Russians.
Tons of fun, but we never got rich.

We performed from

dawn 'til dusk, innumerable shows each day, one right after
the other, each lasting anywhere from 15 to 45 minutes,
depending on the play and the puppeteer.
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Nevertheless, we

always seemed to be poorer than anyone else.

It would have

helped if we hadn't had to bribe the officials so often ...
and maybe drank a little less vodka ...
As for my acting, I was a jack-of-all-trades, one day a
painter, the next a baker or a merchant.

My love life was

paramount and caused me no end of trouble!
rivals!

Fleeing my wife!

Always fleeing

Fleeing my children!

In

Disgratie di Pollicinella et Pollicinella Burlato, I race
through the streets, doubly humiliated:

both deserter and

cuckold, trailed by endless hordes of little Pulcinelli
screaming for bread, "Pane!

Pane!" (qtd. in Lea: 101).

Show business is not always all it's cracked up to be, you
know ... although most of the time it really is beer and
fish sticks.
Anyway, one day, as I was scraping the last of the
macaroni from my chamberpot, a young, hunchbacked
beak-nosed, cudgel-wielding country-boy-come-to-the-cityto-seek-his-fortune approached our theatrical company
looking for a job.

At first, I didn't understand his name.

He came up to me, put his hand out and simply stated
"Petrushka."

From the bits and pieces of Russian I had

managed to pick up, I divined "petrushka" to be a connnon
word meaning something like "servant" or "clown" and my
first thought when he pronounced that name was "Why you
little@#$*!"

Such cheek from a runt like him!

I'd spent a

good 300 years moving up in the theater from minor servant
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to major star!

I no longer played menial roles!

And as for

buffoonery - it takes great practice to be an effective
clown!

So, naturally, when this little pipsqueak, bright as

a penny, said that word, I ... counted to ten, then realized
he wasn't insulting me, but introducing himself!

Petrushka,

that was his name.
The showman hired him as an assistant clown.

Right

from the start, Petrushka was a favorite with the Russian
crowds.

Fyoder Dostoyevsky even mentions him in his

Writer's Dia:c:y of 1871:
What a scoundrel that Petrushka, Pul'chinel's constant
companion, is. How he deceives and mocks him, and
Pul'chinel' doesn't even notice. He's like a Sancho
Panza or a Leporello, but completely Russianized and
true to folk hero tradition (qtd. in Kelly: 48-9)
Before long, Petrushka became even more popular at the
fairground than I was!
home;

Was I bitter?

this audience, his people.

working class, the underdog.

No.

Russia was his

He was one of them, the

And better yet, he was an

underdog who did (and got away with) what they all would
have liked to do:

Petrushka mocked and murdered those who

crossed him and those who would oppress him - the upper
classes, the military, and even the Devil himself!
Naturally, Petrushka soon left our company to establish
his own burratini theater with his own showman and musician.
Self-made all the way, he even wrote his own play.
the singular "play:"

Notice

Petrushka never bothered to accumulate

the kind of vast and varied repertoire we Italians had.
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He

was more keen on business than art.

Petrushka knew that it

only takes one big hit to make an ordinary actor into a
superstar, so he concentrated his energy on one specific
show, The Comedy of Petrushka.

It was, of course, a smash

hit ... so much so that people were happy to see it over and
over again.
The Comedy of Petrusbka had no real plot to speak of.
It was more like a series of episodes:

Petrushka, club in

hand, would come out, do his monologue and have a chat with
the Musician, who served as a sort of conscience, always
trying to convince Petrushka to repent (which Petrushka
never did).
to marry.

Usually, Petrushka would announce that he wants
According to his mood, he might introduce his

fiancee (god-awful ugly, she was, and such a nag).
fought a lot;

They

it's a wonder they didn't kill each other,

but it never happened (unlike the case of my English son,
Punch, who would have been hanged for murdering his wife
-poor Judy!- if he hadn't hanged the hangman first).
Anyway, Petrushka would run about fretting because he
could not marry as he didn't have a horse to carry the bride
away on, when the Gypsy would appear, leading a broken-down
glue factory candidate.

Petrushka, elated, would pay him

with a few whacks of his club, then hop aboard the steed
heroically only to fall off immediately.
Fortunately, the Doctor was always on hand, but why
Petrushka kept him around, I'll never know - the guy was a
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complete quack!

He never did any good and Petrushka always

clubbed him to death anyhow.
After his warm-ups on the Gypsy and the Doctor,
Petrushka would go on the rampage, murdering everyone in
sight:

Germans, Jews, Chinese, old ladies, young ladies;

you name them he killed them and gave them funerals (funded
by contributions from the audience collected midway through
the show) .
The army would then send out the Corporeal to enlist
him, but Petrushka just knocked him off, too.

This crime,

in turn, attracted the Devil's attention, but Beelzebub
would have been better off to pass on this soul because
Petrushka had no qualms about doing him in as he had the
others.

The only one who ever managed to drag Petrushka

away from his bloody stage was the Dog, Barbos, who, more
often than not, failed.
As far as I know, Petrushka's murder victim list is
longer than any other European burratino's.

I've even heard

tell that he started going through his cast's families when
he ran out of cast.
Sick as Petrushka's sense of humor may seem, the
Russians really got into it.

They especially loved jokes

linking death with food and money.

One of Petrushka's

favorite tricks was to pretend to mishear the Musician's
remark
"he's bought it [literally: you've killed him]" as
"you've bought him" ... [sometimes] Petrushka even
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protests over the dead body of his own father:
'bought' him - he's our dad, he's home-grown!"
(qtd. in Kelly: 137)

"Why

This aspect of Petrushka's personality is definitely not of
the Horatio Alger school, it's more along the lines of
Niccolo Machiavelli, in my opinion!

No cost was too dear

for the attainment of Petrushka's goals - this was one
burratino bent on success and anyone who got in the way got
clubbed.

However, I don't think he was truly evil, just

egotistical.

Petrushka was the center of his own universe;

he never had to leave the stage, everyone came to him!
This, in his eyes, made him omnipotent.
which put him beyond the law.

He was the Law,

In his world, he was God.

I will, though, let you in on a little secret:
murders were not pennanent.

The greatest asset a burratino

has is the ability to reconstruct himself at will.
inmortal!

the
We're

You can knock us down, we're dead, then we pop

back up, as alive as ever!
victims never remained dead;

So rest assured that Petrushka's
they only stayed that way 'til

the end of the show.
After his independent success, I was to talk to
Petrushka only once more before I left Russia.

I remember

it only because Dostoyevsky wrote it down (eavesdropping
again.

Personally, I think he spent too much time following

Petrushka around) .

Petrushka and I were "at cross-purposes

about a train crash and a bank crash in Moscow:
PUL'CHINEL': And so all 117 were killed?
PETRUSHKA: No, only two were killed, and fifty-one
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injured, and the other sixty-six went up in
smoke.
PUL'CHINEL': Only went up in smoke? But they
weren't killed? (qtd. in Kelly: 162}
What a riot!

Petrushka and I never had a straight

conversation about anything, but how could we have?
drunk all the time.
and well it did work:

We were

Alcohol helped us forget our poverty
I wouldn't be able to remember a

thing without the help of the countless biographies written
on my life, many of which I have listed at this end of this
little ramble.

Those days all seem to run together.

I

can't even remember how long I was in Russia!
There is one thing certain:

I started missing

Petrushka almost immediately after he left my theater.

I

was always more fond of him than of my other co-workers.

It

has even been suggested on more than one occasion that
Petrushka was actually my son!

Catriona Kelly's marvelous

1990 book Petru.shk.a: Tbe Russian carnival Puppet Theatre
covers that scandalous red-hot debate (much of which did not
appear in English until she started translating it} very
well.

I admit the possibility has occurred to me.

resemblance between us is extraordinary:

The

beaky nose,

hunched back, even the habit of carrying a trusty cudgel.
And I do self-reproduce, prodigiously so!

Although, I must

confess to one glaring weakness as a parent and that is my
inability to keep track of all my kids.

But when you bless

the world with at least a hundred bundles of joy a day,
naturally a few are going to fall through the cracks or get
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misplaced ... besides, some resemblances are so universal.
I mean, half the clowns around the world are beak-nosed,
hunchbacked cudgel-carriers!
them all!

Surely I'm not responsible for

I'm not a rabbit or a cockroach!

Anyway, Petrushka never said a word to me on the
subject.

He never talked seriously about family matters at

all, he never even gave us a straight answer about where he
was from;

one day it was North, the next day, South, or

East, or West, or Northwest and so-on.

We always assumed he

was just another anonymous orphan from Nowhere.
Chances are, I'll never know if I am Petrushka's father
in the hereditary sense, but I do know that, whatever the
truth, I'll always thrash him like a son.
In the late nineteenth century, many traditional
fairground entertainments fell by the wayside as the mania
for mechanical devices, such as the electric roundabout,
seized the popular imagination.

In turn, audiences started

expecting from human entertainers offerings as complex and
powerful as those machines provided and flocked to attend
grandiose spectacles involving hundreds of people and
animals.
Many a traditional entertainer found himself without a
venue, but not Petrushka.

His popularity never waned,

partly due to his showman's mobility:

they simply migrated

to the city street corners and courtyards.
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However, the

talking about coming in from the cold.

Burratini are

traditionally an OUTDOOR entertainment, a casual show which
appears spontaneously and can be enjoyed by whoever happens
to come along and see it.
us;

There's nothing exclusive about

we perform for royalty and peasants alike.

Consequently, we've never been regarded highly by the upper
classes, who prefer "restricted" entertainments.

As a

result, outdoor artists and fairground operators (they call
them "carnies" now) have come to be considered "bottom of
the barrel" socially.

Petrushka's being invited indoors

meant a rare opportunity to rub shoulders with a social
class higher than his own.
These indoor engagements were highly successful and to
say that Petrushk.a had "considerable influence" over these
middle-class children would be an understatement;
mesmerized is more like it!
of Petrushka!

Those kids couldn't get enough

And when he wasn't there to perform, they

acted out the play themselves.

Now, I won't swear he

actually planned this profitable turn of fortune as a major
career move;

Petrushka was too easy-going a guy, too

jour-a-jour, to actually sit down and mastermind a scheme to
revolutionize the entire international entertainment
industry via a bunch of Russian middle-class children he won
over in the 1890's, a bunch of kids who could, 'round about
1911, be manipulated into launching his international
career.

But, that's exactly what happened.
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Petrushk.a was

an ambitious guy and not without foresight:

remember when

the fairground started to decline and its traditional
entertainments started to disappear?

Petrushka moved on,

modified his image and expanded his interests to keep
himself in the public eye;

and, when at the turn of the

century well-heeled writers and critics, alarmed at the
cultural mediocrity resulting from industrial progress,
started taking an interest in neglected traditional
entertainments, who do you think was the first entertainer
to come to their minds?

Petrushka, the colorful puppet hero

of their otherwise bland and useless middle-class youth.
These culturally deprived youths had grown up to become
part of an artistic movement called Symbolism.

Basically,

Symbolism represented a shift from the artistic / literary
focus on realism to a preoccupation with introspection,
mystery and experimentation with language and images.

Even

ordinary sights and sounds could, as french poet Charles
Baudelaire wrote, be symbols "revealing the profundity of
life" (375-6) .
Russian Symbolists, notably Vsevolod Meierkhold,
Alexandre Blok and Alexandre Benois, saw profundity revealed
in popular culture and urban low-life diversions involving
fairgrounds, squalid cafes and red light districts (these
places have their traditions, too ... hee hee!

Quite often,

Symbolists' motives had more to do with rebellion against
their parents' values than anything else;
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but, don't

underestimate their intellectual quest:
into the twentieth century) .

they escorted us

The Symbolists saw traditional

lower class amusements as symbolic of the universal tragedy
of human existence.
Many Russian Symbolists saw Petrushka, Lord of the
Fairground, as a mythical archetype representing human
suffering and degradation, his crude jokes a brave attempt
to escape from the cruel realty which binds him.

This led

to his being associated with the French Pierrot, a
melancholy mute with a face "white like a zero" (Jones 165),
given to murder and nervously flapping the floppy sleeves of
his over-sized blouse.

Back in our Italian conunedia days

when he still went by the name Pedrolino, Pierrot was a
lark, always laughing and saying the wrong thing ...
however, that was before Jean Debarau, France's best-known
Pierrot.

Poor Debarau, he always takes the blame for

silencing that moon-faced boob, but that's what you get when
you make a big impression on the public!

Misunderstood!

A

fitting fate for Pierrot, King of the Misunderstood Poets,
natural butt of public abuse against artistic freedom of
expression, a clown born of beauty and corrupted by
ridicule, overwhelmed, defenseless and resigned to a
miserable life of sadomasochism.
Out of this tragi-comic melange was born the New
and Improved Petrushka:
comic, but a tragic poet!

no longer a murderous two-bit
No longer the active antagonist,
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but the passive victim!

However, to meet the grave demands

of his new position, it was necessary for Petrushka to
refine his physical appearance in order to be on par with
the delicately handsome likes of Pierrot.
Obviously, I had misgivings about this since Petrushka
and I looked so much alike.

I had always thought myself

quite appealing - my wife sure can't resist my charms!
then, one man's trash is another man's treasure.

But

One thing

is certain, a burratino can never be a "noble victim," we're
too self-sufficient.
dusty and sweaty.

We live outdoors, we're sunburnt,

We work hard and it shows.

To become a Symbolist ideal, Petrushka had to remain
indoors so he could stay clean and dry, grow pale and do a
little whittling on his wooden head.

Petrushka!

We want a

dainty little nose, not a drunkard's phallic shnozz ...
sandpaper, whitewash - Petrushka, could you lose that hump?
That voice!

Egad, got a grackle in your throat?

it best you don't speak at all!
Petrushka, what's happened?

We think

It works for Pierrot ...

Nothing except that you're on

the verge of the luckiest break of your career.
In his 1936 book, Chronicle of my Life, Russian
composer Igor Stravinsky writes that during the sununer of
1910, in Lausanne, Switzerland, and needing a break from his
work on the score to the ballet, llJ& Firebird, he decided to
refresh himself by composing
an orchestral piece in which the piano would play the
most important part .... In composing the music, I had
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in mind a distinct picture of a puppet, suddenly
endowed with life, exasperating the patience of the
orchestra with diabolical cascades of ax:peggi. The
orchestra in turn retaliates with menacing
trumpet-blasts. The outcome is a terrific noise which
reaches its climax and ends in the sorrowful and
querulous collapse of the poor puppet (qtd. in White:
156)

Let us stop a moment.

The idea to turn this untitled

little piece of music into a four-scene ballet came about
when Ballets Russes svengali, Sergei Diaghilev, on hearing
the piece, realized its potential and put Stravinsky in
collaboration with choreographer Michel Fokine and set
designer/literary critic Benois (who also became co-author
of the libretto) .

But, there are various versions of how

Petrushka came to get the lead.
the credit;

Sometimes Diaghilev gets

other times it goes to long-time Petrushka

devote Benois.

However, I say it belongs to Stravinsky as

his story is the most sensible.

Having written the piece,

he began searching for a suitable title, one which would
express
both the character of the music and the personality of
the puppet. He turned over this problem during his
lakeside walks. "One day I leapt for joy. I had indeed
found my title - Petrushk.a. the immortal and unhappy
hero of every fair in all countries" (qtd. in White:
156)

They began work immediately.

The first thing to do was

to write the story, which naturally bore no resemblance to
Petrushka's old text.

Presumably you've read Miss Fodrocy's

adaptation of the ballet story - it's pretty true to their
version, although I notice she's "de-Russianized" the
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fairground (probably too much vodka for American tastes),
added a minor character (well, someone has to sympathize
with our poor hero), updated the Moor (blatantly racist) to
the Highwayman (safely criminal:

political correctness, the

bane of the 1990's) and added a scene (what audacity!).

My

favorite part, except for the thrilling battle scene between
Petrushka and the Highwayman, is the ending where the
impudent Ghost of Petrushka confronts his master, the
Magician.

I like what she did to the context of this scene.

Stravinsky was always disappointed with how the last scene
was overwhelmingly misunderstood, stating in his Chronicle:
Petrushka's ghost is the real Petrushka, and his
appearance at the end makes the Petrushka of the
preceding play a mere doll. His gesture is not one of
triumph or protest, as is so often said, but a
nose-thumbing addressed to the audience (qtd. in White:
160)
Miss Fodrocy has obviously taken Petrushka aside and
straightened him out, reminding him that popular opinion
doesn't always make for the most substantial art.

I happily

recognize a glimmer of his hearty old humor when, at the end
of her story, he laughs, "Mourning the death of the
lifeless!

Oh, that's rich!"

The Stravinsky ballet was the major turning point in
Petrushka's career.

The toast of Paris, he no longer had to

work himself, but could just sit back and direct the
charismatic human dancers of the popular Ballets Russes.
Vaslav Nijinsky, who first played the lead, is to this day
considered unsurpassed in his execution of the role.
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Said

Benois:
I was surprised at the courage Vaslav showed ... in
appearing as a horrible half-doll, half-human grotesque
... Nijinsky was then quite a young man and the
temptation to appear 'attractive to the public' must
have appealed to him ... strongly {qtd. in Ashton: 40)
The influence of the musical Symbolist Petrushka was
such that people even adjusted their childhood memories of
the Russian fairground Petrushka to agree with his new
image.

In her memoirs, Nijinsky's sister, Bronislava

Nijinska, recalls the Great Annual Fair of Nijni Novgorod:
each time we visited the fair we made sure not to miss
seeing our beloved, unhappy Petrouchka. Along with
everyone else ... we shouted to Petrouchka, encouraging
him in his fight with the puppet-soldier. We laughed
and we cried {Nijinska 31)
Laugh, yes, but cry?
been, Bronia!

What a peculiar child you must have

Even Petrushka's murder victims had a good

time at his show!
Anyway, this winning of heartfelt public sympathy was
not the biggest change in store for Petrushka when he took
on the ballet.

Since the humans were to be imitating

dancing puppets and it's impossible to imitate the way a
burratino dances when you have long strong legs {ours are
short and woefully underdeveloped), for practicality's sake,
Petrushka became a marionette.

This also helped him to

better resemble his powerful new Symbolic identity as the
ultimate incarnation of Man and his Troubles.
The metamorphosis from burratino to marionette marked
the severing of all remaining links between Petrushka and
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his past.

Petrushka was now a full-fledged member of the

upper-class.

Becoming a marionette is like being knighted;

it affirms the permanence of your social position.
Marionettehood is as high as you can go when you're a
puppet.

Marionettes occupy the top rung of the ladder.

They are born indoors.

It was their structural superiority

and physical versatility that made them so popular with the
Symbolists.

Their uncanny ability to imitate human beings

as well as their (our) dependence upon puppetmasters make
them naturals for the role of symbolizing oppressed poets.
The Stravinsky ballet role is no doubt, to the present,
the most famous image of Petrushka, but it also very nearly
signaled the end of his story.

You see, one of the

downfalls of being a marionette with a philosophical mission
is the mortality clause.

Marionettes, unlike burratini,

generally die just once - no resurrection, no popping up to
finish the show.
good.

When a marionette is down, he's down for

It's a Romantic requirement;

who's going to believe

that a poet who can pull himself up by
really suffering?

th~

bootstraps is

No, it must always be "too late;"

the

Symbolists meant to inspire guilt and remorse in the
Bourgeois Enemy.

Did it work?

Who knows?

stick around long enough to find out.

Petrushka didn't

After the Russian

Revolution of 1917, dead, disillusioned and completely jaded
by fame and the high life, he abandoned the cause mid-way
and returned to Russia to enjoy the social chaos and
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rediscover his roots.
Donning his old clothes and speaking for the first time
in years, Petrushka, prodigal son, born-again burratino
hooligan, zealously set out to terrorize the People with his
own brand of public service.

Flaunting Soviet nationalism

like a brand new shillelagh, Petrushka joined up with
various "agitation-propaganda" troupes to travel the country
from town to town, just like in the old days.
The agit-prop groups differed from traditional
travelling puppeteers in that their organizers were usually
not professional showmen, but members of the intelligentsia,
although they did have authentic street performers as
advisors.

There was the Red Army collective, the Red Army

Petrushka Group, the Special Automobile and Chemical Factory
Petrushka, which played in factory clubs, and the Sanitary
Petrushka, which "carried out idiosyncratic and extremely
useful educational work in schools, clubs and pioneer camps"
(Kelly 193) .
By the 1930's, however, problems arose concerning the
effectiveness of Petrushka's social work.

It's true that he

had once embodied the dream of the common people - whacking
away at those lucky few who held all the power;

but, now

that the common people had control, ideally, they should not
desire to see their chosen authority figures bludgeoned.
Furthermore, how wise was it to trust the spreading of
communist gospel to a confirmed anarchist?
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These were the

questions the government considered.

You must admit,

Petrushka's subversive native personality was hardly
conducive to inspiring the public to law and order!

As

Soviet puppeteer Sergey Obraztsov put it in a May 15, 1927
Pravda article:
The more the [Soviet] legal system gained in strength,
the more senseless and even harmful Petrushka's
arbitrary quarrelsomeness began to seem; it perverted
all conceptions of law, of human moral norms, and of
right social behavior (qtd. in Kelly: 195)
It was suggested Petrushka retire, a weaker character
might have, but Petrushka has always been more resourceful
than the average puppet.

Realizing that he would have to

change his colors to suit the new political climate if he
wanted to stay in business, Petrushka set out to prove he
could be morally reformed by putting a modern twist on some
of his old material.

Two of his most memorable propaganda

plays were Crack on the Nut by Leo Miryanin and
Witch-Doctory is the Depths of Ignorance by M.D. Utenkov.
In the former,
Petrushka introduces himself, hits a variety of
undesirables over the head with his club (including
Denikin, Vrangel' and a Bourgeois), and is saved by a
Teacher and a Red Army Officer from falling into the
jaws of the traditional Barbos, here in a new
incarnation as the Barbos-Negramotnost' (Cur of
Illiteracy) ... [in the latter], Petrushka falls into
the hands of several charlatans and quacks before being
cured of his illness instantly by a Soviet Doctor
(Kelly 197)
I was going to make a comment, but perhaps the less said
about these plays the better.

Petrushka must have thought

so, too, and kept his mouth shut when employed during the
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1970's in Brussels and other European cities by
choreographers like John Neumeier and Maurice Bejart for
their disco-like productions of Stravinsky's Petrushka
ballet.
By 1940's, the Soviet Petrushka had entered into semiretirement and generally remained there until his 1979
comeback in Ivan Elagin's verse text "Petrushka."
you cry, he has not forgotten his people!
ideal!

Hooray!

How politically

Ah, but my deluded baboons, don't you wonder why,

during 40 years time, Petrushka was never once seen in a
bread line?
anything.

cultural icons don't have to wait in line for
The fairground friend, as well as the devoted

public servant, had long since disappeared ... just listen
to the kinds of insults Petrushka shouts at his audience in
Elagin's text:
Got cakes and pastries on my table,
I drink my coffee full of cream,
Your tables ain't got nothing on them,
You only get bread now and then.
My mattress has got springs inside!
You've got a pallet full of straw ...
(qtd. in Kelly: 175)
It was a sinister Petrushka which attacked the public
now, parading and shamelessly flaunting his personal wealth.
You didn't think he'd actually go back to starving, did you?
How could he be the friend of a poverty-stricken audience
when to the rest of the world he was Russia (albeit, the
exotic old Russia of the Ballets Russes)?

The government

much admired his international status and showered him with
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special privileges.

The average person, however, saw

nothing more than a grotesque loudmouthed puppet of the
Soviet petit bourgeois, a liberal intellectual's nightmare,
a little-big opportunist.

As Catriona Kelly points out,

"The avant-garde appropriations of Petrushka might as well
never have existed; we have returned to a nineteenth-century
polarization of urban lower classes and educated opinion"
(177) .

What a rotten boy he turned out to be!

But don't you

worry, it wasn't long before Petrushka realized the error of
his conceited ways and turned the other cheek.

Petrushka

will always be a burratino at heart because no matter where
he goes or how far he travels, he ultimately ends up back in
the street, encouraging the underdog to take a stand and
fight back.

I hear tell that since the late 1980's, his

obnoxious squealing voice has been heard in the dirtiest
streets and dives of Moscow, blaspheming the government like
mad.

It wouldn't surprise me if someday we all find out

that Petrushka was the driving force behind the fall of the
Iron Curtain.
So what is, then, the "secret" of Petrushka's success?
If you haven't figured it out by now, I'm sure not going to
tell you ... You modern batterbrains want everything handed
to you on a silver platter these days ... quick and compact,
that's all you want;
with a moral!

Bah!

simplified, sununarized and tied up
A bowl of maggots for you!
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You tried

to trap with me with your nourishing, American Horatio Alger
cliches!
However, because I am a man of the world, maybe not of
your world, but I have been around a long time, a duration
which has made of me a gentlemen of knowledge, of syntax, of
vocabulary ... of style, I will comply.

If a clean pompous

ending is what you want, then to apply formal closure to the
wounds of time scarring our little hero's stuffed bosom is
my scholarly duty.

Ehem:

Petrushka as marionette appeals to us because we
identify with his pitiful helplessness.
us bruised?

Do we not all suffer?

Yes, yes, YES!

Are we not all of

Are we not all poets?

And How the Suffering You-and-I-Poet

Petrushka's pitiless absinthiin specter relentlessly haunts
this cruel world which crushed not only his humble shell but
his fragile poet's heart, his sweet auricles, his tender
ventricles ... Oh!

Great Sorrow, his giblets!

Yes, good

very good, in fact, My Eloquence just loves giblets!
And when you've got ready fixins,' you don't needs nicks
'em!
Oh, bother scholarly duty!
identification with Petrushka is!

I know what the real
You, too, have a fancy-

free carnival past and you'd like to keep it hidden!

You

want me to focus on Petrushka's great, tragic high-brow
success and, like the Symbolists, conveniently forget the
sordid (and fun!) reality of his early fairground days
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because Petrushka's "secret past" is yours as well!
clever intuition makes you fear discovery.

My

I mean, once a

sweet marionette is revealed as having a murderous criminal
past, no one is sacred!

But then, all's well that ends

well, right?
However, to wrap up our theme, I will answer the
question completely.

Besides honest hard work, Petrushka

owes his amazing success to his uncanny, maybe even
unsurpassed, ability to adapt himself to his environment!
What a chameleon!

The original man of a thousand faces!

He's got more personalities than Sybil!

It's easy to adapt

to cultural change when you can switch on/switch off your
personalities.

Horatio Alger, my foot!

Petrushka•s

straight out of a Robert Louis Stevenson story!

Sacred icon

iconoclast anarchist rabble-rousing comedian-turnedcommunist grammar school propagator-returned-anarchist
ASSASSIN!
So, you may wonder, who is the REAL Petrushka?

Is he

Dr. Jeckyll, Mr. Hyde, Sybil or is he, like me, more
burratini and marionettes than you dare try to count?
the senseless confusion of popular entertainment!
illiteracy!

The illegitimacy!

LIVE PETRUSHKA!

IMPROVISATIONAL THEATER!
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The

The magnificent farce!

LONG LIVE PULCINELLA!

LONG LIVE

Ah,
LONG
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